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1. Purpose 

This declaration identifies errors of fact, citations to statutes that do not exist, and quotes that are 

so selective or out of context as to be misleading in Def. Br..  It also demonstrates that from the 

beginning of California’s legal existence, a right to keep and bear arms was recognized as a limit 

on state laws.  Subsequent effects of the 14th Amendment and recent case law establish this to be 

the law of the land. 

2. Errors in Defendant’s Brief 

This section addresses errors of fact, and citations to statutes that are clearly in error. 

Statute of Northampton (1328) 

Def. Br. At 9: “Parliament continued that tradition in 1328 by enacting the Statute of Northampton, 

which provided that ‘no Man great nor small’ was to ‘go nor ride armed by night nor by day, in Fairs, 

Markets, nor in the presence of the Justices or other Ministers, nor in no part elsewhere,’ on pain of 

forfeiture of the arms or prison time.”  But this appears to be a mistranslation from the Norman French 

in which the statute of Northampton was originally written. 

The words in Norman French translated as “force and arms” are “a force & armes.”  2 Edw. III 

(1328). See Appendix pages 23 and following.  What appears to be a predecessor statute sheds 

light on the proper translation of the Norman French word “armes.”  “A Statute Forbidding Bearing 

of Armour” 7 Edw. II (1313) decrees that “every man shall come without all force and armour, 

well and peaceably, to the honour of us, and to the peace of us and our realm....”.  It also uses the 

Norman French word “armes” but in this case translated as “armour,” not “arms.” 7 Edw. II (1313).  

Later in the statute it asserts that “to us it belongeth, and our part is, through our royal seignory, 

straitly to defend [force9] of armour...” with note 9 defining “force” as “wearing.” 7 Edw. II (1313) 

n.9.  See pages 25 and following. 

Both legal and literary sources for several centuries show “a force & armes” meant “armour,” not 

“arms.”  Blackstone’s discussion of the Statute of Northampton compares it to “by the laws of 

Solon, every Athenian was finable who walked about the city in armour.” Blackstone, 2 

Commentaries on the Laws of England 110 (1838).   

In at least one literary source, “armed” clearly means “wearing armor,” not carrying arms.  John 

Winthrop’s description of a conflict with Indians describes soldiers as “some ten only (who had 

pieces would could reach [the Indians]) shot” and yet later, “they shot only one of ours, and he 

was armed, all the rest being without arms.” Winthrop, 1 Winthrop’s Journal: “History of New 

England” 1630-1649 191 (1908).  Note 3 also clarifies that “Armed” means “with defensive 

armor.”  See Appendix page 27.   
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This definition continues to appear in dictionaries into the eighteenth century. “to arm” (To furnish 

with armour of defence, or weapons of offence”) Sheridan, A Complete Dictionary of the English 

Language (1789) .  See Appendix page 28. 

A nineteenth century manual for justices of the peace in Ireland discussing the Statute of 

Northampton explains that “A man cannot excuse the wearing of such armour in public.”  

MacNally, 1 The Justice of the Peace for Ireland: Containing the Authorities and Duties of That 

Officer 32 (1808) .  Significantly the Statute punishes violators “upon pain to forfeit their armour 

to the King, and their bodies to prison at the King’s pleasure,” with no mention of forfeiting arms.  

Even as to wearing arms in the modern sense, this volume is clear that “no wearing of arms is 

within the meaning of this statute, unless it be accompanied with such circumstances as are apt to 

terrify the people…” MacNally, 1 The Justice of the Peace for Ireland: Containing the Authorities 

and Duties of That Officer 32 n. 7 (1808). Concerning those wearing armor under their clothes: 

“And persons armed with privy coats of mail, to the intent to defend themselves, against their 

adversaries, are not within the meaning of this statute, because they do nothing in terror of the 

people.” MacNally, 1 The Justice of the Peace for Ireland: Containing the Authorities and Duties 

of That Officer 32 n. 7 (180). Concealed armour was okay; to be openly armoured was not.  If the 

Statute has any applicability to the present dispute, it would appear to be a strong case for allowing 

concealed carrying of arms (which cannot terrify others).  This manual for justices of the peace, 

confirms that the original intent to prohibit the wearing of armor by knights and nobles other than 

royal officials, out of concern that wearing armor would terrify common people, by suggesting 

that combat was imminent.  See Appendix page 29. 

Other sources confirm that “arms” in Statute of Northampton often meant “armour.”  “Arms, in 

the understanding of the law, are extended to any thing that a man wears for his defence, or takes 

into his hands or useth in anger to strike or cast at another.” 2 The Encyclopaedia Londinesis 201 

(1810) Further, the same section explains that the Statute of Northampton and later versions, 

“Under these statutes none may wear (unusual) armor publicly…” 2 The Encyclopaedia 

Londinesis 201 (1810).  See page 30. 

The Right Protected by the English Bill of Right (1689) 

Def. Br. At 9 quotes Blackstone with respect to 1 W &M., ch.2, § 7’s guarantee against royal 

attempts to disarm Protestants to mean “as allowed by law” embraced restrictions on carrying 

firearms in public. 1 Blackstone, Commentaries 139 (1765).”  But if Blackstone meant that, it is 

hidden.  In the 1768 edition, “The fifth and last auxiliary right of the subject, that I shall at present 

mention, is that of having arms for defense, suitable to their condition and degree, and such as are 

allowed by law.  Which is declared by the same statute 1 W. & M. ft. 2, c.2 and is indeed a public 

allowance, under due restrictions, of the natural right of resistance and self-preservation, when the 

sanctions of society and laws are found insufficient to restrain the violence of oppression.” 

Blackstone, 1 Commentaries 143-4 (1768). 

Def. Br. At 9-10: 

A popular seventeenth-century justice of the peace manual similarly explained 

that merely carrying such a weapon struck “fear upon others” who were 
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unarmed, and constituted a punishable affray even “without word or blow 

given.” Keble, An Assistance to the Justices of the Peace for the Easier 

Performance of their Duty 147 (1683). 

The actual text contradicts Def. Br.’s claim: 

Affray, signifieth to terifie, or bring fear, which the Law understandeth to be a 

common wrong; ...  

Yet may an Affray be, without word or blow given; as if a man shall shew 

himself, furnished with Armour or Weapon which is not usually worn, it will 

strike a fear upon others that be not armed as he is; and therefore both the 

Statutes of Northampton (2 Ed. 3. 3.) made against wearing Armour, do speak 

of it, by the words, Affay del pais ó in terrorem populi.  Keble, An Assistance to 

the Justices of the Peace for the Easier Performance of their Duty 147 (1689). 

The wearing of unusual arms or armour could produce and qualify as an affray, but again the 

Statute of Northampton did not prohibit carrying a weapon, but the wearing of armour.  As to what 

qualifies as “not usually worn”: if California prohibits the open carrying of firearms, then they are 

“not usually worn.”  In the absence of the ban, they might easily become “usually worn.”  The 

State seeks to prohibit an action, which makes it unusual, and therefore their prohibition is justified 

because it is unusual. 

The Gordon Riots in 1780 London was one of those times when anarchy broke out, and if the 

Statute of Northampton prohibited private citizens from bearing arms in public, one would expect 

some mention of it in Parliamentary debate.  In the aftermath of those riots, Members of Parliament 

faulted the government for actions it took and actions it did not take. Malcolm, To Keep And Bear 

Arms: The Origins of an Anglo-American Right 130 (1994).  In particular, the Duke of Richmond 

objected to 

[T]he conduct of the Commander in Chief of the army, for the letters he sent to 

Colonel Twisleton, who commanded the military force in the City, ordering him 

to disarm the citizens, who had taken up arms, and formed themselves into 

associations, for the defence of their lives and properties.  These letters he 

considered as a violation of the constitutional right of Protestant subjects to keep 

and bear arms for their own defence. Debates in the House of Lords, 49 London 

Magazine 467 (1780) (emphasis added).  See 49 London Magazine 290 (1780) 

for Lord Amherst’s letter ordering disarming of citizens and the response of the 

Lord Mayor of London.  See pages 33 and 34. 

Lord Amherst ordering disarming of citizens, and agreed with the Lord Mayor that the disarming 

order was intended only for the rioters, “but no passage in his letter could be construed to mean, 

that the arms should be taken away from the associated citizens, who had very properly armed 

themselves for the defence of their lives and property.” 49 London Magazine 467-468 (1780).  See 

pages 36 and 38. 
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The duality of the contemporary usage was shown by a contemporaneous pronouncement by the 

Recorder of London—the city’s chief legal officer—when asked if the right to have arms in the 

English Declaration of Rights protected armed defensive groups as well as armed individuals: 

The right of his majesty's Protestant subjects, to have arms for their own defence, 

and to use them for lawful purposes, is most clear and undeniable. It seems, 

indeed, to be considered, by the ancient laws of this kingdom, not only as a right, 

but as a duty; for all the subjects of the realm, who are able to bear arms, are 

bound to be ready, at all times, to assist the sheriff, and other civil magistrates, 

in the execution of the laws and the preservation of the public peace. And that 

right, which every Protestant most unquestionably possesses, individually, 

may, and in many cases must, be exercised collectively, is likewise a point which 

I conceive to be most clearly established by the authority of judicial decisions 

and ancient acts of parliament, as well as by reason and common sense.  

Malcolm, To Keep And Bear Arms: The Origins of an Anglo-American Right 

134 (quoting William Blizard, Desultory Reflections on Police: With an Essay 

on the Means of Preventing Crime and Amending Criminals 59-60 (1785)) 

[emphasis added].   

Public Carry Restrictions in the Founding Era 

Citations to Non-Existent Laws 

Def. Br. At 10: “Shortly after the founding, for example, North Carolina adopted its own 

Northampton statute, making it illegal to ‘go []or ride armed by night []or by day, in fairs, markets 

. . . [or] part[s] elsewhere,’ 1792 N.C. Law 60, ch. 3...”  Some sources cite Francois Xavier Martin, 

A Collection of Statutes of the Parliament of England in Force in the State of North Carolina, 60-

61 (Newbern 1792).  Curiously, when State v. Huntly (N.C. 1843) decided a case involving the 

Statute of Northampton, the opinion held that “whether this statute was or was not formerly in 

force in this State, it certainly has not been since the first of January, 1838, at which day it is 

declared in the Revised Statutes, (ch. 1st, sect. 2,) that the statutes of England or Great Britain shall 

cease to be of force and effect here.”  State v. Huntly, 418, 420 (N.C. 1843). One might expect that 

if this statute had been adopted legislatively, as Def. Br. alleges, that it might have merited 

mention. 

Def. Br. then lists other states that had done so: “See, e.g., 1786 Va. Acts 33, ch. 21; 1795 Mass. 

Law 436, ch. 2; 1801 Tenn. Laws 259, 260-261, ch. 22, § 6; 1821 Me. Laws 285, ch. 76, § 1.”   

But many of these citations are to laws not even remotely related to gun carrying.  

Def. Br. At 11: “See, e.g., 1786 Va. Acts 33, ch. 21;” which is actually “An act for giving further 

time to officers, soldiers, sailors, and marines, to settle their arrears of pay and depreciation, with the 

auditor of public accounts.” 12 Hening, Statutes at Large 278 (1823).  See page 39. 
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“1795 Mass. Law 436, ch. 2;” The cited statute “1795 Mass. Law 436, ch. 2” is in error.  Page 436 

begins in the middle of Chap. 68, “An Act to Enable Sheriffs, Deputy Sheriffs, & Constables, to 

Require Aid in the Execution of Their Respective Offices in Criminal Cases,” and starts Chap. 69: 

“An Act For Recording Births and Deaths by the Clerks of Towns & Districts.” Acts and Resolves 

of Massachusetts 1794-95 436 (1795).  See page 51. 

Def. Br. At 10: “1801 Tenn. Laws 259, 260-261, ch. 22.”  Session laws for 1801 Tennessee, not 

being readily available, I searched an 1831 compilation of Tennessee laws for the phrase “ride 

armed” and found no matches.  1 The Statute Laws of the State of Tennessee, of a Public and 

General Nature (1831). 

Def. Br. At 10: “1821 Me. Laws 285, ch. 76, § 1,” is actually “Resolve appointing a Committee to 

examine certain accounts, and to report the same to the Governor and Council. March 22, 1821.”  

Resolves of the State of Maine, January Session, 1821 95 (1821).  See page 41. 

Misleading Descriptions of Real Laws 

Def. Br. At 11: “Massachusetts amended its law to prohibit going “armed with a dirk, dagger, sword, 

pistol, or other offensive and dangerous weapon” absent “reasonable cause to fear an assault, or other 

injury, or violence to . . . person, or to . . . family or property,” on pain of being arrested and required 

to obtain “sureties for keeping the peace.” 1836 Mass. Laws 748, 750, ch. 134, § 16.  

We can assume such a statute exists somewhere, because another account gives a slightly different  

view which appears to be a less selectively edited form of the statute: “If any person shall go armed 

with a dirk, dagger, sword, pistol, or other offensive and dangerous weapon, without reasonable 

cause to fear an assault or other injury or violence to his person, or to his family or property, he 

may, on complaint of any person having reasonable cause to fear an injury, or breach of the peace, 

be required to find sureties for keeping the peace, for a term not exceeding six months, with the 

right of appealing as before provided.”  Davis, The Massachusetts Justice: A Treatise Upon the 

Powers and Duties of Justices of the Peace 202 (1847) .  See page 50.  There was only a 

requirement for a peace bond if someone complained that there was “a reasonable cause to fear 

injury.”    

Def. Br. At 11:  “A person caught carrying a firearm in public could be arrested by the justice of the 

peace and required to pay sureties—often a hefty sum—in order to be released.”  But the Massachusetts 

law only allowed arrest if someone had demanded a peace bond against the armed person.  This was 

specific to an individual; it was not a generally applicable law.   

Def. Br. At 11: “At least seven other states adopted similar ‘reasonable cause’ statutes. See 1838 Wisc. 

Laws 381, § 16; 1841 Me. Laws 707, 709, ch. 169, § 16; 1846 Mich. Laws 690, 692, ch. 162, § 16; 

1847 Va. Laws 127, 129, ch. 14, § 16; 1851 Minn. Laws 526, 528, ch. 112, § 18; 1853 Or. Laws 218, 

220, ch. 16, § 17; 1861 Pa. Laws 248, 250, § 6.”  

Many of these other cited statutes are word for word identical to the Massachusetts statute.  Carrying 

a firearm would leads to arrest only if a person with “reasonable cause to fear an injury, or breach of 

the peace” requested a judge to require a peace-bond, and the person posting that bond carried a 

firearm.  Def. Br. At 11: “See 1838 Wisc. Laws 381, § 16.”  See page 52.   
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“1846 Mich. Laws 690, 692, ch. 162, § 16.”  Revised Statutes of the State of Michigan 692, ch. 162 

(1846). See page 53. “1851 Minn. Laws 526, 528, ch. 112, § 18;” see page 62.  These statutes are word 

for word identical to the Massachusetts statute, with the same limitations that Def. Br. misstates.   

Def. Br. At 11: “1841 Me. Laws 707, 709, ch. 169, § 16.”  The actual statute: “Resolve in relation to 

the Military road.” Acts and Resolves, Passed by the Twenty-First Legislature of the State of Maine 

532, ch. 169 (1841).  See page 55.  

Def. Br. At 11: “1853 Or. Laws 218, 220, ch. 16, § 17.”  Threats “against the person or property of 

another” could result in a judge ordering a security bond “to keep the peace.”  The language is different 

from the Massachusetts, Wisconsin, Michigan, and Maine statutes but again is not a general prohibition 

but specific to a person making threats against another.  1853 Or. Laws 218, 219, ch. 16, § 6.  It does 

prohibit being armed “without reasonable cause to fear an assault, injury, or other violence to his 

person.”  Fortunately no resident of California need have any such fear.  See page 56 and following 

pages. 

Def. Br. At 11: “1847 Va. Laws 127, 129, ch. 14, § 16.  Pages 127 and 129 are irrelevant.  Ch. 14 

appears on page 15: “An Act concerning the state courthouse.”  Acts of the General Assembly of 

Virginia 15, 127, 129 (1847).  See pages 59 and following. 

Def. Br. At 11:  “1861 Pa. Laws 248, 250, § 6.”   This is an involuntary commitment statute: “A 

supplement to the several acts of the Assembly relative to the Pennsylvania State Lunatic Asylum.”  

No mention of arms of any sort.  See pages starting at 65. 

Def. Br. At 10: “But the historical evidence shows that in America, as in England, a gun was 

considered “an ‘unusual weapon,’” citing State v. Huntly, 25 N.C. 418, 422 (1843).   

Huntly 422, 423 however declared “that a double-barrelled gun, or any other gun, cannot in this 

country come under the description of ‘unusual weapons,’ for there is scarcely a man in the 

community who does not own and occasionally use a gun of some sort.”  While later in the 

paragraph the defendant Huntly comes in for criticism from the judge, because Huntly had made 

death threats while armed, the decision ends with: “For any lawful purpose—either of business or 

amusement—the citizen is at perfect liberty to carry his gun.  It is the wicked purpose—and the 

mischievous result-which essentially constitute the crime.  He shall not carry about this or any 

other weapon of death to terrify and alarm, and in such manner as naturally will terrify and alarm, 

a peaceful people.”  See page 43 and following.  Unlike the previous citations to completely 

irrelevant session laws, this is a willful misrepresentation of the text. 

Def. Br. At 10: “Law enforcement manuals from that time accordingly instructed constables to “arrest 

all such persons as in your sight shall ride or go armed.” Citing Haywood, A Manual of the Laws of 

North Carolina pt. 2, 40 (1814).”  The 1814 edition was not available to this author, but the 1808 

edition suggests that words were excised from the quote that demonstrate intentional deception: “[Y]ou 

shall arrest all such persons as in your sight shall ride or go armed offensively, or shall commit or make 

any riot, affray or other breach of the peace...” [emphasis added]  Haywood, A Manual of the Laws of 

North-Carolina, pt.2, 31 (1808).  See page 44. 
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Def. Br. at 10 “Bishop, Commentaries on the Criminal Law § 980 (3d ed. 1865) (public carry 

restrictions did not require that the ‘peace must actually be broken, to lay the foundation for a criminal 

proceeding’).”   True, but misleading.  Bishop lists what he calls actions that are “unjustifiable and 

unlawful” including “sending a challenge, verbal or written, to fight a duel, going about armed with 

unusual and dangerous weapons, to the terror of the people, riotously driving in a carriage through the 

streets of a populous city, so as to hazard the safety of the inhabitants, spreading false news; publishing 

libels; even in some cases uttering words, calculated to stir up resentments and quarrels; 

eavesdropping; being a common scold; and the like...”  Bishop has only included the previously 

discussed misunderstanding of the Statute of Northampton in his list, (which includes a number of 

actions that are now at most, civil matters) and again requiring “to the terror of the people...”  Bishop, 

Commentaries on the Criminal Law § 980 (3d ed. 1865)   See page 47.  To the extent that open carrying 

of a firearm is unlawful and therefore rare, the sight a firearm might well be “to the terror of the people” 

but if lawful, that terror might not be present.  That terror is not present when a police officer carries a 

firearm; therefore it is not the firearm which causes terror.   

Def. Br. At 11: “even in those [Southern] States, open carry was uncommon. See, e.g., State v. 

Smith, 11 La. Ann. 633, 634 (1856) (it was ‘extremely unusual’ to carry weapons in ‘full open 

view’).”  But that is not what Smith says.  It discusses whether a pistol which is concealed but 

partially exposed is in open view.  “We must understand the district judge as speaking of weapons 

as ordinarily worn, and where the partial exposure is the result of accident or want of capacity in 

the pocket to contain, or clothes fully to cover the weapon, and not to the extremely unusual case 

of the carrying of such weapon in full open view, and partially covered by the pocket or clothes.”  

Carrying weapons in “full open view” was not unusual; “carrying a weapon in full open view, and 

partially covered by the pocket or clothes” was what was “extremely unusual.” State v. Smith, 11 

La. Ann. 633, 634 (1856). 

Another Louisiana Supreme Court decision of this decade is more clear, or at least harder to quote 

out of context.  In a manslaughter case the ban on concealed carry was challenged as contrary to 

the Constitution [presumably the Second Amendment]: “It interfered with no man's right to carry 

arms (to use its words) ‘in full open view,’ which places men upon an equality. This is the right 

guaranteed by the Constitution of the United States, and which is calculated to incite men to a 

manly and noble defence of themselves, if necessary, and of their country, without any tendency 

to secret advantages and unmanly assassinations.”  State v. Chandler, 5 La. Ann. 489, 490 (1850).   

A Massachusetts law of 1783 provided that within the city of Boston, it was unlawful to “take into 

any dwelling house, stable, barn, out house, ware house, store, shop or other building within the 

town of Boston, any cannon, swivel, mortar, howitzer, cohorn, or firearm, loaded with or having 

gunpowder in the same.”  Why?  As the introduction explains, “the depositing of loaded arms in 

the houses of the town of Boston, is dangerous to the lives of those who are disposed to exert 

themselves when a fire happens to break out in said town.”  Massachusetts, The Perpetual Laws 

of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts 240-241 (1789). The clear objective was to make sure that 

you did not leave your firearm or artillery loaded where it might be a hazard to volunteer 

firefighters.  If it was rare or unlawful to carry a loaded firearm in Boston in 1783, why the need 

to prohibit taking loaded firearms inside? 
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Literary & Newspaper Evidence of Firearms Carrying in the Founding Era 

Isaac Weld’s account of travels between 1795 and 1797 discussed how in the backcountry, “The 

people all travel on horseback, with pistols and swords….” Weld, 1 Travels Through the States of 

North America, and the Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada, During the Years 1795, 1796, 

and 1797 234 (1800).   

Elias Pim Fordham, a British traveler to America in 1817, while staying at Princeton, Indiana, in 

1817-18, reported that, “Yesterday 8 men on foot armed with pistols and rifles came into the town 

from Harmony.  They had been in pursuit of an absconded debtor from Vincennes.”  It was no 

problem to persuade eight men armed with pistols and rifles to pursue a mere debtor, and Fordham 

found nothing surprising about them being so armed.  Fordham described an associate judge as 

carrying “a pair of pistols at his saddle bow; and altogether [he] looks more like a Dragoon Officer 

in plain clothes, than a Judge.”  The pistols themselves were not remarkable; what was remarkable, 

at least to a transplanted Englishman, was that a judge was carrying them. Fordham, Personal 

Narrative, 219-220 (1906).   

Fordham, described a party he attended in the Illinois Territory in 1817 which had excluded some 

“vulgar” party-crashers.  Some of Fordham’s party “armed themselves with Dirks (poignards worn 

under the clothes)” to resist another such attempt, but later “In going away some of the gentlemen 

were insulted by the rabble, but the rumour that they [the gentlemen] were armed with dirks and 

pistols prevented serious mischief.” Fordham, Personal Narrative, 219-220 (1906).   

Peter Cartwright, an early Methodist preacher in the backwoods, gave a dramatic (perhaps even 

dramatized) description of two young men reduced to deadly enemies as a result of rivalry over a 

young lady: 

Both these young men were in the congregation, and the Holy Spirit had 

convicted each of them; their murderous hearts quailed under the mighty power 

of God, and with dreadful feelings they made for the altar.  One entered on the 

right, the other on the left.  Each was perfectly ignorant of the other being there.  

I went deliberately to each of them, and took their deadly weapons from their 

bosoms.... Cartwright, Autobiography of Peter Cartwright, the Backwoods 

Preacher 238 (1856). 

Cartwright described a journey through the Allegheny Mountains to Baltimore in April, 1820 that 

shows pistols were not startling discoveries, even when found lying in the road: 

In passing on our journey going down the mountains, on Monday, we met 

several wagons and carriages moving west.  Shortly after we had passed them, I 

saw lying in the road a very neat pocket-pistol.  I picked it up, and found it 

heavily loaded and freshly primed.  Supposing it to have been dropped by some 

of these movers, I said to brother Walker, “This looks providential;” for the road 

across these mountains was, at this time, infested by many robbers, and several 

daring murders and robberies had lately been committed.  Cartwright, 

Autobiography of Peter Cartwright, the Backwoods Preacher 200-1 (1856). 
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Cartwright then recounted his use of this pistol shortly thereafter to defend himself against a 

robber.  On his return trip, he described his carrying of a pistol to defend himself from robbery 

during a dispute at a toll gate.  The owner of the tollgate “called for his pistols,” apparently with 

the intention of shooting at Cartwright.  Cartwright, Autobiography of Peter Cartwright, the 

Backwoods Preacher 205-6 (1856). 

William Oliver Stevens described 1820s Georgia as a place so brutal and lawless that: 

[N]o adult male ever went abroad unarmed.  Whether it was to attend church, a 

social affair, or a political meeting, the Georgians carried loaded pistols, bowie 

knives, and sword canes.  The pistols rested in the breast pockets of the coat and 

could be drawn quickly by both hands. William Oliver Stevens, Pistols at Ten 

Paces: The Story of the Code of Honor in America 39-40 (1940). 

Karl Bernhard, Duke of Saxe-Weimar-Eisenach, visited America in 1825 and 1826.  Bernhard 

attended a masked ball in New Orleans, and described how, “Two quarrels took place, which 

commenced in the ball-room with blows, and terminated in the vestibule, with pocket-pistols and 

kicking, without any interruption from the police.”  Bernhard, Duke of Saxe-Weimar-Eisenach, 

Travels Through North America 61 (1828). 

Baynard Rush Hall’s memoir of frontier Indiana discussed the problem of stagecoach robberies 

and reported that a fellow traveler on the road to Indiana described an earlier journey: “I need 

hardly say I then traveled with weapons, and as we entered the mountainous country, a brace of 

pistols was kept loaded usually in a pocket of the carriage.”  Highwaymen armed with hammers, 

axes, and bludgeons had interrupted the traveler’s earlier journey; his threat to use a pistol had 

driven the robbers away.  Another traveler in the carriage told Hall of conflict at an inn in the 

South: “Of course, I barricaded the door as well as possible, and, without noise, examined my 

pistols—and got out my dirk….”  A third traveler described a journey from Charleston to 

Georgetown by stagecoach with slave-dealers, “Their diversion often was, to entice dogs near the 

stage and then to fire pistol-balls at them….” Hall, 1 The New Purchase, 23, 29-30, 32-33, 232-5. 

(1843). 

Charles Haswell’s memoir of New York City described a widely reported 1830 incident in the 

District of Columbia.  A prominent Washington newspaper editor, Duff Green, drew a concealed 

handgun to deter attack by a New York City newspaper editor at the U.S. Capitol.  Haswell’s 

account of subsequent events suggests that instead of regarding this as dastardly, criminal, 

unrespectable, or surprising, Green’s acquaintances good-naturedly ribbed him about the incident. 

Charles H. Haswell, Reminiscences of New York by an Octogenarian 244 (1896).  Green earned 

no infamy for his actions; two years later he published the 1830 census for the federal government. 

Enumeration of the Inhabitants of the United States, 1830 (1832). 

Searching newspapers from 1792 to 1830 finds a few references to guns being carried.  Whether 

these are concealed or openly carried is seldom clear.  Unsurprisingly, incidents worthy of 

reporting often involve criminal misuses, but with no evidence that the carrying itself was criminal 

or surprising.  The carrying of firearms without conflict would be unremarkable and thus unlikely 

to be reported, much as “dog bites man” is not news, but “man bites dog” is news.  There are some 
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accounts that involve parties under attack defending themselves.  Sen. Thomas Hart Benton 

recounted a gun battle with Gen. Jackson in Nashville:  

2. That the General and some of his friends came to the house where we had put 

up, commenced the attack by levelling a pistol at me, when 1 had no weapon 

drawn; and advancing upon me at quick pace, without giving me time to draw 

one.  

3. That seeing this, my brother fired upon Gen. Jackson, when he had got within 

8 or 10 feet of me. “ 

4. That four other pistols were fired in quick succession: one by Gen. Jackson at 

me, two by me at the General, and one by Colonel Coffee at me. In the course 

of this firing, Gen. Jackson was brought to the ground, but I received no hurt.  

Benton, [Wilmington] Delaware Journal, Apr. 25, 1828, 3.  [numbering in 

original] 

Other accounts show that pistols were at least occasionally carried.  An account of a slave trader 

transporting 60 slaves describes how one of them, having obtained a file managed to free himself 

from handcuffs, and in the ensuing battle for freedom, somehow obtained a pistol (presumably 

from the master or his assistant): “Allen, who had come to his assistance, met a similar fate, from 

the contents of a pistol fired by another of the gang.”  “Affray and Murder,” Delaware Register, 

Sep. 5, 1829, 3. 

Evidence of public carrying of arms as unsurprising appears in other places as well.  In spite of the 

1849 Kentucky Constitutional Convention’s amendment to allow the legislature to regulate the 

carrying of concealed weapons, no such statute was passed until 1854.  When it did so, the new 

law contained a large exemption: “Where the person has reasonable grounds to believe his person, 

or the person of some of his family, or his property, is in danger from violence or crime. . . .”  This 

exemption “severely limited its effectiveness.” Ireland, “Homicide in Nineteenth-Century 

Kentucky,” 81 Register of the Kentucky Historical Society 140-141 (1983).  It also brought it into 

conformity with Delegate Ben Hardin’s apparent belief that it was the “the carrying of concealed 

weapons for aggressive purposes.” Kentucky Constitutional Convention Debates 1849, 826 that 

should be criminal, not the carrying of concealed weapons for self-defense.  (Hardin never 

explained how the law would clearly distinguish the two cases.) 

Francis Law Olmsted’s description of a not completely concealed Colt revolver on a Kentucky 

railroad in 1853 strongly suggested that concealed carrying of handguns was at least common, if 

not widespread: 

In the cars in Kentucky a modest young man was walking through with the 

hand[le] of a Colt out of his pocket-skirt behind.  It made some laugh & a 

gentleman with us called out, “You’ll lose your Colt, Sir.”  The man turned and 

after a moment joined the laugh and pushed the handle into the pocket. 
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John said, “There might be danger in laughing at him.”  “Oh no,” replied our 

companion, evidently supposing him serious, “he would not mind a laugh.”  “It’s 

the best place to carry your pistol, after all,” said he.  “It’s less in your way than 

anywhere else.  And as good a place for your knife as anywhere else is down 

your back, so you can draw over your shoulder.” 

 “Are pistols generally carried here?” 

 “Yes, very generally.” 

Allison said commonly, but he thought not generally [emphasis in original]. 

Olmsted, 2 The Papers of Frederick Law Olmsted, 232-233 (1970). 

If this was indeed a widespread practice, it might explain why the 1854 statute had so many 

exemptions.  At the same time it raises the question of why representative governments would 

outlaw a practice that was either “general” or “common,” depending on which of Olmsted’s 

companions was correct. 

Race and Gun Control 

Slavery as the Cause of Carrying Arms 

Def. Br. at 12, alludes to judges whose “embrace of slavery and honor[] contributed to an 

aggressive gun culture.”  Both slave holders and critics of slavery agreed that slavery created a 

pervasive atmosphere of violence.  “The existence of slavery has a most visible effect upon the 

national character.  It necessarily brutalizes the minds of the southern and western inhabitants...” 

Fearon, Sketches of America: A Narrative of a Journey of Five Thousand Miles Through the 

Eastern and Western States 382 (1818).  Thomas Jefferson eloquently described the effects that 

the slave system had on the raising of children: “The whole commerce between master and slave 

is a perpetual exercise of the most boisterous passions, the most unremitting despotism on the one 

part, and degrading submissions on the other.  Our children see this, and learn to imitate it; for 

man is an imitative animal.” Jefferson, Notes on the State of Virginia 270 (1787).  George Mason 

at the Constitutional Convention presented much the same sentiment in his attack on the “infernal 

traffic” in slaves.  He complained that slavery produces “the most pernicious effect on manners.  

Every master of slaves is born a petty tyrant.” Elliot, ed., 5 Debates on the Adoption of the Federal 

Constitution in the Convention Held at Philadelphia in 1787... 458 (1888).   Economist Adam 

Smith criticized slavery’s inefficiency: he observed that a slave worked as little as necessary to 

avoid mistreatment by the master: “Whatever work he does beyond what is sufficient to purchase 

his own maintenance can be squeezed out of him by violence only, and not by any interest of his 

own.” Smith, 1 Wealth of Nations 385 (1785). 

Slavery deserves at least some blame for high levels of violence in the South, where the earliest 

laws regulating firearms carrying and possession appear.  Cramer, Concealed Weapon Laws of the 

Early Republic: Dueling, Southern Violence, and Moral Reform 17-45 (1999). examines many 

other explanations for high violence rates, including a surplus of young single men, the honor 
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culture transplanted from the border counties of Scotland and England, high temperatures, and 

high alcohol consumption rates. 

The Unexamined Role of Race in Gun Control 

Raising the connection of slavery and gun carrying does an effective job of suggesting gun carrying 

has some antisocial connection to issues of race.  There is, however, another connection that is 

thus ignored: gun control has a racist history.  Gun regulation in the colonial period was intimately 

tied to issues of race.  Virginia, like most colonies, required every free man to own arms for militia 

duty; masters of indentured servants were similarly obligated, until 1639/40: "All persons except 

negroes to be provided with arms and ammunition or be fined at pleasure of the Governor and 

Council."  1 Hening, Statutes at Large 226 (1823).  By 1680 Virginia felt a need to pass a law 

prohibiting “any negroe or other slave to carry or arme himselfe with any club, staffe, gunn, sword 

or any other weapon of defence or offence…” 2 Hening, Statutes at Large, 481-2 (1823).   

By 1723, Virginia had become increasingly fearful of the growing black population of the colony, 

spurred by a series of slave conspiracies and uprisings in the period 1709-1722.  Virginia passed a 

law regulating gun ownership by free blacks and Indians.  While the 1680 statute had prohibited 

“any negroe or other slave” from carrying or acquiring a gun, the 1723 statute suggests that free 

blacks had still been allowed to own guns before its passage: “That every free negro, mulatto, or 

indian, being a house-keeper, or listed in the militia, may be permitted to keep one gun, powder, 

and shot….”  Those blacks and Indians who were “not house-keepers, nor listed in the militia” 

were required to dispose of their weapons by the end of October, 1723.  Blacks and Indians living 

on frontier plantations were required to obtain a license from a justice of the peace “to keep and 

use guns, powder, and shot.” Hening, 4 Statutes at Large, 131.     

Even the small number of blacks and Indians who were householders or members of the militia 

were apparently no longer trusted with guns in public by 1738.  They were still required to muster, 

but “shall appear without arms….” Hening, 5 Statutes at Large, 17 (1823).  Indians and blacks to 

appear unarmed for muster reiterated in 1757 at Hening, 7 Statutes at Large, 95 (1823).  The 1738 

statute did not explicitly prohibit free blacks from owning guns, but it seems a fair assumption that 

because the 1723 statute had tied gun ownership by free blacks and Indians to militia duty, that the 

1738 law meant that free blacks no longer had any legal right to own guns.   

Maryland echoed Virginia’s 1680 law with a 1715 statute that ordered, “That no Negro or other 

slave, within this Province, shall be permitted to carry any Gun or any other offensive Weapon, 

from off their Master's Land, without Licence from their said Master....” Browne, 75 Archives of 

Maryland 268.  (Similar to Virginia’s law, the text is ambiguous as to whether it applied to all 

blacks, or only to slaves—and unlike Virginia’s 1723 statute, this author cannot find any later 

Colonial Maryland statute that clarifies who was prohibited from carrying a gun.)  Like Virginia, 

but somewhat later, Maryland went through a complex process of changing the status of blacks 

from indentured servants into hereditary slaves. 

Half a century later, Georgia adopted a more complex regulatory scheme to control slave 

possession of firearms.  This 1768 Georgia statute’s title explained that it was “Establishing and 

Regulating Patrols” for the purpose of “Searching and examining any Negroe house for Offensive 
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Weapons Fire Arms and Ammunition.”  While the body of the law regulating possession of 

firearms only referred to slaves, the title of the statute suggests that it applied to any black person, 

slave or free.  The law prohibited slaves possessing or carrying “Fire Arms or any Offensive 

Weapon whatsoever, unless such Slave shall have a Ticket or License in Writing from his Master 

Mistress or Overseer to Hunt and Kill Game Cattle or Mischievous Birds or Birds of Prey….”  

Other provisions allowed a slave to possess a gun while in the company of a white person 16 years 

or older, or while actually protecting crops from birds.  Under no conditions was a slave allowed 

to carry “any Gun Cutlass Pistol or other Offensive Weapon” from Saturday sunset until sunrise 

Monday morning. Candler, 19(part 1) The Colonial Records of the State of Georgia, 76-78 (1911).   

More detailed descriptions of the intersection of gun control laws and race can be found at Cramer, 

Armed America 30-40 (2006), Cramer, "The Racist Roots of Gun Control", 4 Kansas Journal of 

Law & Public Policy  17-25; and Cramer, Johnson and Mocsary, "'This Right is Not Allowed by 

Governments that are Afraid of the People': The Public Meaning of the Second Amendment When 

the Fourteenth Amendment was Ratified," 17 George Mason Law Review 823-862 (2010) (cited 

in McDonald v. Chicago (2010)) examines the substantial evidence that postbellum attempts to 

disarm the freedmen were a significant cause for the Fourteenth Amendment’s introduction.  

Slaves and then freedmen were not trusted to carry arms; today, law-abiding Californians have 

been reduced to this same sad state. 

California’s history is also replete in gun control as race control.  The legislature debated a ban on 

concealed carry throughout the 1850s.  Even those who supported such laws often had a narrow 

notion of whose carrying of arms needed to be controlled.  During debates in February of 1856, 

the state senator who represented Nevada County (appropriately, a derringer-shaped county in 

California’s foothills) indicated that he was in support of a bill to ban concealed carry if it were 

for the purpose of disarming “Greasers.”  “Letter From Sacramento,” [San Francisco] Daily Alta 

California, February 19, 1856, 2.   “Greasers” was a slang term used throughout the nineteenth 

and early twentieth century for Mexicans. Blevins, Dictionary of the American West 166 (2001). 

However, the concealed carry ban did not pass the legislature that year. 

In 1917, California again passed statewide a concealed weapon statute.  Instead of completely 

prohibiting concealed carry (as the 1863 law had done), this law made it a misdemeanor to carry 

concealed firearms in cities without a license—and a felony for those previously convicted of a 

felony.  (It was still legal to carry concealed in unincorporated areas.)  James H. Deering, 

Supplement to the Codes and General Laws of the State of California Act 889 §§ 3, 6 (1917).  Also 

for the first time, California required registration of handgun sales, with a “Dealers’ Record of 

Sale” mailed to local law enforcement. Deering, Supplement to the Codes and General Laws of 

the State of California Act 889 § 7 (1917). 

What provoked the legislature to again pass a statewide law?  I spent a bit of time trying to find 

the reason, without finding completely persuasive evidence, but what was there suggests that 

racism played a role.  In the previous year, California experienced a burst of anti-Mexican 

sentiment as a result of Pancho Villa’s cross-border raid on Columbus, New Mexico.  Even 

conservative Republican newspapers such as the Los Angeles Times (this was obviously a long 

time ago), which was far less prejudiced about race than most newspapers of the era, went off the 

http://www.claytoncramer.com/scholarly/racistroots.htm
http://www.georgemasonlawreview.org/doc/17-3_Johnson.pdf
http://www.georgemasonlawreview.org/doc/17-3_Johnson.pdf
http://www.georgemasonlawreview.org/doc/17-3_Johnson.pdf
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deep end in their fear and hatred of Mexicans, many of whom were refugees from the Mexican 

Revolution. Cramer, Race and Reporting: The Los Angeles Times in Early 1916, available at 

http://www.claytoncramer.com/unpublished/LATimesAndRace.pdf. 

In Los Angeles, Police Chief Snively feared that Mexicans sympathetic to Pancho Villa might take 

up arms, and gave orders that lacked any legal authority: 

Acting under orders from Chief Snively, the police department yesterday took 

drastic action to prevent any local outburst on the part of Villa sympathizers. 

The cordon of officers thrown about the Mexican quarter was extended and 

reinforced and the embargo against the sale of arms and liquor to Mexicans 

amplified and made general…. “Draw Teeth of War Breeders,” Los Angeles 

Times, March 14, 1916, 2:1. 

The article described the measures taken as being  

for the benefit of Mexicans who have become excited over the action of the 

Federal government against Villa and who have made threats of vengeance and 

violence…   

No liquor will be sold to Mexicans showing the least sign of intoxication.   

No guns can be sold to Mexicans and all dealers who have used guns for window 

displays have been ordered to take them from the windows and to show them to 

no Mexican until the embargo is lifted.  

At least part of what might have provoked Chief Snively unlawful actions was that: 

Three admitted anarchists, priding themselves upon being disciples of the 

Magon brothers and all heavily armed, were taken into custody on charges of 

carrying concealed weapons and were given sixty-day sentences by Police Judge 

White.… “Draw Teeth of War Breeders,” Los Angeles Times, March 14, 1916, 

2:1. 

The Magon brothers had no connection to Villa.  Quite the opposite: the Magon brothers regarded 

Villa as “just another parasite” preventing a socialist revolution in Mexico. MacLachlan, 

Anarchism and the Mexican Revolution: The Political Trials of Ricard Flores Magon in the United 

States 64 (1991).  Chief Snively seems to have missed these distinctions.  Nonetheless, there were 

some significant political demonstrations of pro-Villa support among Mexicans living in Los 

Angeles, and it appears that Mexicans immigrants were buying guns in what appeared to be 

unusual numbers.   

News accounts suggest that these purchases, primarily of “heavy revolvers,” might have been for 

defensive purposes.  The Villa raid had inflamed anti-Mexican sentiment among Americans all 

along the border, and many Mexicans appeared to be buying handguns because they were afraid 

of being attacked, not to be aggressive. “Draw Teeth of War Breeders,” Los Angeles Times, March 

14, 1916, at 2:1, 2:2; “State Troops Ready for War,” Los Angeles Times, March 27, 1916, at 1:9; 

http://www.claytoncramer.com/unpublished/LATimesAndRace.pdf
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“For the Safety of Los Angeles,” Los Angeles Times, March 16, 1916, at 2:4.  Was the statewide 

concealed weapon permit law—and the handgun registration requirement—driven by the 

somewhat understandable concern about Pancho Villa supporters in California?  It is an interesting 

question, and one that requires more research.  A search of California newspapers from 1915 to 

1917 for “concealed handgun” or “concealed weapon” found no matches. Search strings in 

California Digital Newspaper Collection: http://cdnc.ucr.edu/cgi-

bin/cdnc?a=q&hs=1&r=1&results=1&txq=concealed+handgun&txf=txIN&ssnip=txt&o=20&da

fdq=&dafmq=&dafyq=1915&datdq=&datmq=&datyq=1917&puq=&e=--1915---1917--en--20--

1--txt-txIN-concealed+weapon------, and http://cdnc.ucr.edu/cgi-

bin/cdnc?a=q&hs=1&r=1&results=1&txq=%22concealed+weapon%22&txf=txIN&ssnip=txt&o

=20&dafdq=&dafmq=&dafyq=1915&datdq=&datmq=&datyq=1917&puq=&e=--1915---1917--

en--20--1--txt-txIN-concealed+handgun------, last accessed April 7, 2015. 

What is far more certain is what motivated the next revision of California’s gun control laws, a 

package passed in 1923 that included the ancestor of California’s current discretionary concealed 

weapon permit law. This was a variation of the Uniform Revolver Act passed in several American 

states in the 1920s.  This law enhanced the punishments for various crimes committed with a 

handgun.  It made carrying a handgun without a permit evidence of intention to commit a felony.  

Stats. 1923, ch. 339, p. 695, the Dangerous Weapons Control Law of 1923.  It also required a 

concealed weapon permit anywhere in the state (not just in cities), Stats. 1923, ch. 339, § 5. and it 

prohibited possession of concealable handguns by anyone who was not a U.S. citizen. Stats. 1923, 

ch. 339, § 2. 

What motivated passage of this law?  Legislative reports are sparse on the reasons, but as is often 

the case, newspaper coverage is more forthcoming.  Governor Friend W. Richardson signed the 

law after R. T. McKissick, “president of the Sacramento Rifle and Revolver Club,” argued that 

this law preserved the “rights of those using firearms for competition or hunting or for protection 

in outing trips.”  McKissick was concerned that a more stringent gun control law might be passed 

if Governor Richardson vetoed this one.  McKissick admitted that the provision prohibiting 

handgun ownership by non-citizens was of questionable constitutionality, but that he believed that 

if it was upheld, it would have a beneficial effect “in checking tong [gang] wars among the Chinese 

and vendettas among our people who are of Latin descent.” “New Firearms Law Effective on 

August 7,” San Francisco Chronicle, July 15, 1923, at 3, col. 1. 

Why did Richardson sign a law with racist intentions?  When Richardson ran for governor in 1922, 

he would not answer the question of whether he was a member of the Ku Klux Klan—but the Klan 

enthusiastically endorsed Richardson. Chalmers, Hooded Americanism: The History of the Ku 

Klux Klan 124 (1981, 3rd ed.). 

With such blunt statements of racist intent, not surprisingly, the discriminatory effect of the new 

law was immediately recognized.  The Mexican consul in Los Angeles protested the alien handgun 

ban, since “a large proportion of the foreigners in California were of Mexican descent.” Romo, 

East Los Angeles: History of a Barrio 157 (1983). Mexican immigrants, being white, could at least 

apply for citizenship.  Asian immigrants were ineligible for naturalization—and therefore were 

breaking the law if they owned a handgun. 

http://cdnc.ucr.edu/cgi-bin/cdnc?a=q&hs=1&r=1&results=1&txq=concealed+handgun&txf=txIN&ssnip=txt&o=20&dafdq=&dafmq=&dafyq=1915&datdq=&datmq=&datyq=1917&puq=&e=--1915---1917--en--20--1--txt-txIN-concealed+weapon------
http://cdnc.ucr.edu/cgi-bin/cdnc?a=q&hs=1&r=1&results=1&txq=concealed+handgun&txf=txIN&ssnip=txt&o=20&dafdq=&dafmq=&dafyq=1915&datdq=&datmq=&datyq=1917&puq=&e=--1915---1917--en--20--1--txt-txIN-concealed+weapon------
http://cdnc.ucr.edu/cgi-bin/cdnc?a=q&hs=1&r=1&results=1&txq=concealed+handgun&txf=txIN&ssnip=txt&o=20&dafdq=&dafmq=&dafyq=1915&datdq=&datmq=&datyq=1917&puq=&e=--1915---1917--en--20--1--txt-txIN-concealed+weapon------
http://cdnc.ucr.edu/cgi-bin/cdnc?a=q&hs=1&r=1&results=1&txq=concealed+handgun&txf=txIN&ssnip=txt&o=20&dafdq=&dafmq=&dafyq=1915&datdq=&datmq=&datyq=1917&puq=&e=--1915---1917--en--20--1--txt-txIN-concealed+weapon------
http://cdnc.ucr.edu/cgi-bin/cdnc?a=q&hs=1&r=1&results=1&txq=%22concealed+weapon%22&txf=txIN&ssnip=txt&o=20&dafdq=&dafmq=&dafyq=1915&datdq=&datmq=&datyq=1917&puq=&e=--1915---1917--en--20--1--txt-txIN-concealed+handgun------
http://cdnc.ucr.edu/cgi-bin/cdnc?a=q&hs=1&r=1&results=1&txq=%22concealed+weapon%22&txf=txIN&ssnip=txt&o=20&dafdq=&dafmq=&dafyq=1915&datdq=&datmq=&datyq=1917&puq=&e=--1915---1917--en--20--1--txt-txIN-concealed+handgun------
http://cdnc.ucr.edu/cgi-bin/cdnc?a=q&hs=1&r=1&results=1&txq=%22concealed+weapon%22&txf=txIN&ssnip=txt&o=20&dafdq=&dafmq=&dafyq=1915&datdq=&datmq=&datyq=1917&puq=&e=--1915---1917--en--20--1--txt-txIN-concealed+handgun------
http://cdnc.ucr.edu/cgi-bin/cdnc?a=q&hs=1&r=1&results=1&txq=%22concealed+weapon%22&txf=txIN&ssnip=txt&o=20&dafdq=&dafmq=&dafyq=1915&datdq=&datmq=&datyq=1917&puq=&e=--1915---1917--en--20--1--txt-txIN-concealed+handgun------
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In addition, Assembly Concurrent Resolution No. 42, July 17, 2009, “Among other things, these 

laws denied the Chinese in California the right to own land or property, the right to vote, and the 

right to marry a white person, denied children of Chinese descent access to public schools, denied 

Chinese immigrants the right to bear arms.”  Assembly Concurrent Resolution No. 42.  

https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billTextClient.xhtml?bill_id=200920100ACR42. 

3. Evidence That Defendants Missed 

Public Carry Regulation in Colonial America 

The defendant’s brief makes no reference to colonial restrictions on carrying of firearms is 

significant.  Colonial restrictions on the carrying of firearms generally appear to consist of 

mandates that nearly all free men carry firearms.  (I recently read through all Revolutionary era 

state codes on contract several years ago — a pretty major task — and found no laws regulating 

or prohibiting the carrying of firearms, except for wartime disarming of those refusing to swear 

loyalty to the Revolutionary state governments.) 

In 1619, Virginia directed "That no man go or send abroad without a sufficient parte will 

armed".  That go not to worke in the ground without their arms (and a centinell upon them.)" 

Hening,  1 Statutes at Large 127 (1823).  

South Carolina’s 1743 statute required militia members to carry guns to church:  

[E]very white male inhabitant of this Province... who shall, on any Sunday or 

Christmas day in the year, go and resort to any church or any other public place 

of divine worship within this Province, and shall not carry with him a gun or a 

pair of horse pistols, in good order and fit for service, with at least six charges 

of gun-powder and ball, and shall not carry the same into the church or other 

place of divine worship as aforesaid, every such person shall forfeit and pay the 

sum of twenty shillings, current money, for every neglect of the same.” McCord, 

7 The Statutes at Large of South Carolina: Edited Under Authority of the 

Legislature 417 (1840). 

Georgia adopted a very similar statute in 1770: "An act for the better security of the inhabitants by 

obliging the male white persons to carry fire arms to places of public worship."  Candler, 19 (part 

1), The Colonial Records of the State of Georgia 137-40 (1910).   

Massachusetts in 1636/7 ordered that every person above eighteen years of age (except magistrates 

and elders of the churches) to "come to the publike assemblies with their muskets, or other peeces 

fit for servise, furnished with match, powder, & bullets, upon paine of 12d. for every default” ... 

“And no person shall travel above one mile from his dwelling house, except in places wheare other 

houses are neare together, without some armes, upon paine of 12d. for every default."  Shurtleff, 

1 Records of the Governor and Company of the Massachusetts Bay in New England 190 (1853).  

This order for carrying to church (but, not apparently while traveling) was repealed in 1637: "The 

http://claytoncramer.com/primary/militia/SCStatAtLarge7title.jpg
http://claytoncramer.com/primary/militia/SCStatAtLarge7title.jpg
http://claytoncramer.com/primary/militia/RecMassBay1title.jpg
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order for bringing armes to the meeting house is repealed."  Shurtleff, 1 Records of the Governor 

and Company of the Massachusetts Bay in New England 210 (1853). 

New Haven Colony (not yet absorbed into Connecticut) in 1644 directed that when militiamen 

were called by the beating of the drum "to the publique worship of God" they were to show up 

"with their armes compleat, their guns ready charged, with their match for their matchlocks and 

flints ready fitted in their firelocks.” Hoadly, Records Of the Colony and Plantation of New Haven, 

From 1638 to 1649 (1857). 

In 1649, New Haven imposed fines on several men "for not bringing ther armes to the meeting 

[church] on day when it was their turne" and failure to bring slowmatch (for matchlock guns), 

bullets, flints, and other accessories.  Hoadly, Records of the Colony and Plantation of New Haven, 

From 1638 to 1649  132 (1857).  The same year, a William Paine requested "that he might be freed 

from bringing his armes [on] the Lord's day and lecture dayes, because he lives farr of and hath 

three small children, and his wife is lame and cannot help to bring the children."  Hoadly, Records 

of the Colony and Plantation of New Haven, From 1638 to 1649 501 (1857). 

Plymouth Colony in 1641 ordered "It is enacted That every Towneship within this Government do 

carry a competent number of pieeces fixd and compleate with powder shott and swords every 

Lord's day to the meetings--one of a house from the first of September to the middle of November, 

except their be some just & lawfull impedyment."    Brigham, The Compact with the Charter and 

Laws of the Colony of New Plymouth 70 (1836).  This was revised in 1658: ordering that 1/4 of 

the militia "carry theire armes" to church every Sunday, defined as "some serviceable peece and 

sword and three charges of powder and bullets" or be fined "2 shillings and six pence...."  Brigham, 

The Compact with the Charter and Laws of the Colony of New Plymouth 115 (1836).  Again, in 

1675: "That during the time of publicke danger every one that comes to the meeting on the Lords 

day bring his Armes with him and furnished with att least six charges of powder and shott untill 

further order shall be given" with a two shilling fine for failure to do so. Brigham, The Compact 

with the Charter and Laws of the Colony of New Plymouth 176 (1836).  

Some local governments imposed their own ordinances requiring the carrying of arms, such as 

Portsmouth, N.H.’s 1643 order "for every man to have so much powder, and so many bullets, and 

so the forwarning is to stand still in force; and also that every man do come armed unto the meeting 

upon every sixth day...” Bartlett, 1 Records of the Colony of Rhode Island and Providence 

Plantations, in New England, 79-80 (1856). 

Now, the presence of mandates is not evidence that all other carrying was lawful, but certainly 

suggests that the carrying of firearms was a common part of colonial life, and not considered “to 

the terror of the people.” 

http://claytoncramer.com/primary/militia/RecMassBay1title.jpg
http://claytoncramer.com/primary/militia/RecMassBay1title.jpg
http://claytoncramer.com/primary/militia/NewHavenColEarlytitle.jpg
http://claytoncramer.com/primary/militia/NewHavenColEarlytitle.jpg
http://claytoncramer.com/primary/militia/NewHavenColEarlytitle.jpg
http://claytoncramer.com/primary/militia/NewHavenColEarlytitle.jpg
http://claytoncramer.com/primary/militia/NewHavenColEarlytitle.jpg
http://claytoncramer.com/primary/militia/NewHavenColEarlytitle.jpg
http://claytoncramer.com/primary/militia/PlyLawstitle.jpg
http://claytoncramer.com/primary/militia/PlyLawstitle.jpg
http://claytoncramer.com/primary/militia/PlyLawstitle.jpg
http://claytoncramer.com/primary/militia/PlyLawstitle.jpg
http://claytoncramer.com/primary/militia/PlyLawstitle.jpg
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4. Applicability of the Second Amendment 

Antebellum Viewpoints 

Def. Br. At 12: “Some of those decisions [supporting a right to openly carry] do reflect a local 

preference for permissive open carry laws. See, e.g., Nunn v. State, 1 Ga. 243 (1846). But these 

authorities do not establish any national consensus on the meaning of the Second Amendment in this 

period.” 

It is certainly true that state supreme courts recognizing the Second Amendment as a protection from 

state laws are in the minority: Nunn v. State, 1 Ga. 243 (1846).  Besides Nunn, the only other decisions 

known to this author holding that the Second Amendment protected the carrying of firearms from state 

laws are State v. Chandler, 5 La. Ann. 489, 52 Am. Dec. 599 (1850)  (“This is the right guaranteed 

by the Constitution of the United States, and which is calculated to incite men to a manly and noble 

defence of themselves, if necessary, and of their country, without any tendency to secret 

advantages and unmanly assassinations.”), State v. Smith, 11 La. Ann. 633, 66 Am. Dec. 208 

(1856)  (“The statute against carrying concealed weapons does not contravene the second article 

of the amendments of the Constitution of the United States. The arms there spoken of are such as 

are borne by a people in war, or at least carried openly.”). State v. Jumel, 13 La. Ann. 399 (1858)  

(“It is urged that the law is repugnant to that provision of the Constitution of the United States 

which declares, that the right of the people to keep or bear arms shall not be 

infringed. Amendments, art. 2,” followed by citations to Chandler and Smith.   

Another case addressing this question is Cockrum v. State, 24 Tex. 394, 403, 404  (1859) (“The 

object of the clause first cited [the Second Amendment], has reference to the perpetuation of free 

government, and is based on the idea, that the people cannot be effectually oppressed and enslaved, 

who are not first disarmed.”)  Cockrum references the Second Amendment as associated with the 

idea that “the people cannot be effectually oppressed and enslaved, who are not first disarmed” so 

perhaps only relevant to the rebellion model of the Second Amendment; nonetheless, the Texas 

Supreme Court recognized the Second Amendment as a limitation on state laws. 

That this was a minority opinion of state supreme courts is no surprise; Barron v. Baltimore, 32 

U.S. 243 (7 Pet.)(1833) had established that the Bill of Rights limited only the national 

government.  In light of Rep. James Madison’s efforts to have at least parts of the Bill of Rights 

as limits on state power the language used in the final version sent to the states for ratification 

appears to have been intended as a limitation on national governmental power alone (“Congress 

shall make no law...”).  U.S. Const., Am. 1 (1789).  Nonetheless, it establishes that this idea of the 

Bill of Rights as a limitation on the states had some currency in antebellum America, as we will 

later see in the discussion of the California Constitutional Convention (1850). 

That the Second Amendment was recognized as a protection of an individual right to carry arms, 

at least as a limitation on the national government’s powers, can be seen in the infamous Dred 

Scott v. Sandford (1857) case.  “It would give to persons of the negro race, who were recognised 

as citizens in any one State of the Union, the right ... to keep and carry arms wherever they went.”  

Dred Scott v. Sandford, 60 US 393, 417 (1857) .   
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California History 

The California Constitutional Convention (1849) 

The delegates discussed what individual rights should be listed in the state constitution’s bill of 

rights.  Delegate Ord proposed, “Every person has a right to bear arms for the defence of himself 

and the State.” Delegate McCarver wanted to add, “provided that they are not concealed arms.” 

This is not surprising; in the period before the Civil War, many states passed laws either prohibiting 

or restricting the concealed carrying of deadly weapons. State constitutional conventions often 

added such restrictions to existing arms guarantees to make sure that the legislature could ban what 

was increasingly regarded as a cowardly way of fighting—the use of “secret arms.” Concerning 

such laws see generally Cramer, Concealed Weapon Laws of the Early Republic: Dueling, 

Southern Violence, and Moral Reform (1999). 

McCarver, however, also believed that it would be best if there were no provision preventing “the 

Legislature from regulating matters of this kind.”  Browne, Report of the Debates in the Convention 

of California, on the Formation of the State Constitution 47 (1850). He thought guaranteeing a 

right to bear arms was not “a proper subject for the Constitution.” Other delegates agreed with 

McCarver that there should be no arms provision in the state bill of rights—but not because the 

state should have the power to regulate the carrying of weapons. Delegate Sherwood argued that 

denying an individual the right to bear arms “would be null and void, inasmuch as it would be in 

opposition to the Constitution of the United States,” and then quoted the Second Amendment. 

Sherwood thought an arms guarantee was unnecessary because the Second Amendment already 

protected such a right. 

Delegate Botts argued against adding the arms guarantee in this particular location in the state 

constitution because he feared that it might not be a strong enough protection; such a guarantee 

belonged in the section that specified the powers of the legislature. Even Delegate Sherwood was 

persuaded by this argument, admitting that the arms provision “directly touches the rights of every 

citizen.”  When the convention voted on both Ord’s proposal for a right to bear arms, and 

McCarver’s amendment that the right not apply to concealed weapons, both proposals died—and 

with it, any possibility of adding a right to keep and bear arms to the California Constitution’s bill 

of rights. “The question was then taken, and both the amendment, and amendment to the 

amendment, were rejected.” Browne, Report of the Debates in the Convention of California, on 

the Formation of the State Constitution 47 (1850). 

You cannot draw too strong a message from this series of back and forth discussions, but it appears 

that at least some delegates argued that there was no need for an individual right to keep and bear 

arms in California’s Constitution, because the Second Amendment already protected such a right, 

and other delegates arguing that the right needed to be located elsewhere to be better protected.   

The only delegate who clearly spoke against a right to bear arms was McCarver. Today, he is most 

remembered for another proposal he made a few minutes later: that blacks would be forever banned 

from living in California.  Browne 44.  McCarver also proposed a provision to require Legislature 

to prohibit “free persons of color” from settling in California.  Browne 137-38. (Such provisions 

were added to other state constitutions of the period; McCarver even played a part in Oregon 

adopting such a ban.)  In spite of considerable support from other delegates, this proposal did not 

pass. Cramer, Black Demographic Data, 1790-1860: A Sourcebook 32-35 (1997). 
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The California Constitutional Convention (1878) 

California held another constitutional convention in 1878. The 1849 constitution seemed 

increasingly inadequate because of questions about water rights and the “Chinese problem.” Wiel, 

2 Water Rights in the Western States: The Law of Prior Appropriation 1166 (3d ed. 1911); 

Soennichsen, The Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 127-128 (2011). 

The 1878 convention seems not to have even discussed the question of a right to keep and bear 

arms—except for one startling provision. The convention was divided between a conservative, 

generally wealthy group, and what became known as “the Workingmen,” who represented a 

populist collection of white laborers, intent on driving Asian immigrants from California.  Zackin, 

Looking for Rights in All the Wrong Places: Why State Constitutions Contain America’s Positive 

Rights 200 (2013). They had a number of proposals that are horrifying in their racism today, and 

were made part of the 1879 California Constitution.   

Of most relevance to gun control was their demand that aliens who could not become citizens 

would be prohibited from bearing arms. Hittell, 4 History of California 615-17 (1897).  Delegate 

O’Donnell introduced this request as a constitutional provision: “No alien who cannot become a 

citizen of the United States shall be allowed to bear arms.” Janiskee & Masugi, The California 

Republic: Institutions, Statesmanship, and Policies 299 (2004). What sort of aliens could not 

become citizens of the United States?  Until 1952, no Oriental (as persons of East Asian ancestry 

were then described) could become a naturalized citizen. McEntire, Residence and Race: Final 

and Comprehensive Report to the Commission on Race and Housing 269 (1960).  If you were born 

in the United States, you were a natural-born citizen, but an immigrant from the Far East would 

always be an alien. O’Donnell’s proposed was “Referred to Committee on Chinese” where it seems 

to have silently died. Willis and Stockton, 1 Debates and Proceedings of the Constitutional 

Convention of the State of California… 285 (1880). 

5. The Fourteenth Amendment 

That the Second Amendment’s right to keep and bear arms is incorporated against the states is no 

longer open to debate.  Heller “held that the Second Amendment protects the right to possess a 

handgun in the home for the purpose of self-defense. Unless considerations of stare decisis counsel 

otherwise, a provision of the Bill of Rights that protects a right that is fundamental from an 

American perspective applies equally to the Federal Government and the States.”  McDonald v. 

Chicago, 130 S.Ct. 3020, 3050 (2010).   

The question of whether this extends to firearms carry was answered in Moore v. Madigan, 702 

F.3d 933, 940 (7th Cir. 2012): “A blanket prohibition on carrying gun in public prevents a person 

from defending himself anywhere except inside his home; and so substantial a curtailment of the 

right of armed self-defense requires a greater showing of justification than merely that the 

public might benefit on balance from such a curtailment, though there is no proof it would.”   

As to whether a complete ban on carrying of guns is constitutional, Madigan observed that 

“Remarkably, Illinois is the only state that maintains a flat ban on carrying ready-to-use guns 
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outside the home, though many states used to ban carrying concealed guns outside the home,”  

Madigan, 702 F.3d 933, 941 (7th Cir. 2012)  Of course, California has since banned open carry, 

inconsistent with the test Madigan imposed.. 

6. Can Both Concealed Carry and Open Carry Be Banned? 

Precedents from other states and California have either explicitly or implicitly held that concealed 

carry could be banned as long as open carry remained lawful:  

“Has not a subsequent Legislature (if the statute in question be constitutional) 

the right to prohibit the carrying of arms openly, and both acts being in force, 

the right of carrying arms at all, would be taken away. Such a state of things, all 

will admit, cannot exist without a violation of the constitution.”  State v. Reid, 1 

Ala. 612, 614 (1840) (decided based on Alabama Constitution’s bear arms 

guarantee.  The defendant was Sheriff Reid of Montgomery County/)  State v. 

Reid, 1 Ala. 612, 614 (1840). 

While not as explicit, the Georgia Supreme Court held:  

We are of the opinion, then, that so far as the act of 1837 seeks to suppress the 

practice of carrying certain weapons secretly, that it is valid, inasmuch as it does 

not deprive the citizen of his natural right of self-defence, or of his 

constitutional right to keep and bear arms. But that so much of it, as contains a 

prohibition against bearing arms openly, is in conflict with the [U.S.] 

Constitution.  Nunn v.Georgia, 1 Ga. 243, 250, 251 (1846). 

“The manner of bearing arms includes not only the particular way they may be 

carried upon the person, that is openly or secretly, on the shoulder or in the hand, 

loaded or unloaded, cocked or uncocked, capped or uncapped, but it includes, 

also, the time when, and the place where, they may be borne. It is no reply to 

this view of the subject to say that if the legislature may do this, they may, in 

effect, prohibit the carrying them altogether. The same reply may be made to the 

admitted right to prescribe the manner of carrying arms upon the person. If the 

legislature were to say arms shall not be borne on the shoulder, nor in the hands, 

or on the arms, but they shall only be borne strapped or fastened upon the back, 

this would be prescribing only the manner, and yet, it would, in effect, be a 

denial of the right to bear arms altogether.” Hill v. State, 53 Ga. 472, 481 (1874).   

“A statute prohibiting the carrying of concealed deadly weapons would be a 

proper exercise of the police power of the state. But the statute in question does 

not prohibit the carrying of weapons concealed, which is of itself a pernicious 

practice, but prohibits the carrying of them in any manner in cities, towns, and 

villages.”  In re Brickey, 8 Ida. 597,  70 P. 609, 101 Am. St. Rep. 215, 1 Ann. 

Cas. 55 (1902) (decided based on the Idaho Constitution’s RKBA provision).   
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“Whatever may be the source of the right to bear arms, in the general acceptation 

of such term, it does not follow as a natural consequence that such right extends 

to every conceivable manner in which arms may be borne. The habit of carrying 

concealed weapons is one of the most fruitful sources of crime, and, in our 

opinion, may be entirely prohibited by the proper authorities.” Ex parte Luening, 

3 Cal.App. 76, 78 (1906). 

Without identifying from where this right came, the court recognized that such a right existed, and 

was a limitation on state (or in this case) local governments.  If a right to bear arms exists and 

analogous to the preceding examples, that concealed carry could be prohibited, implies open carry 

must be allowed.  

7. Summary 

Def. Br.’s claims about the Statute of Northampton are demonstrated to be a translation error, 

albeit, a widely shared error.  Even if it were relevant in 1328 to carrying of arms, the English Bill 

of Rights clearly renders it void.  It might be amusing to see what other 14th century statutes are 

still relevant to American law, such as, The Manner of doing Homage and Fealty. 17 Edw. II. 

Defendant’s claims about public carry restrictions in the early Republic are often utterly false, 

citing session laws with no relation to the claim.   

Defendant’s claims about peace bonds as general prohibitions on carrying of arms are deceptive, 

as reading entire sentences of the statutes demonstrate. 

Some of defendant’s claims concerning early court decisions involve such careful and selective 

quotation as to not be simply out of context but actually changing the meaning of the cited decision. 

There is evidence that the Second Amendment was recognized as a limitation on state authority to 

regulate the carrying of arms.  It might allow a ban on concealed carry, but this necessarily admits 

of a right to open carry, or the right is thereby meaningless.  This was a minority viewpoint, but 

one shared by at least some of the 1850 California Constitutional Convention delegates, who 

clearly recognized that the Second Amendment protected something against state action; there was 

no recorded dispute about this claim.  The 1878 Constitutional Convention, in its discussion of 

prohibiting Chinese from bearing arms, hints that this specific restriction required constitutional 

sanction.  If there was no general right to carry arms, why bother to specifically limit Chinese? 

Clearly, if there is some right to bear arms, hence to carry them, then either concealed carry might 

be prohibited or at least restricted, or open carry might be prohibited or at least restricted, but not 

both. 
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